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Currently, the radio access network (RAN) in code division multiple access
(CDMA)-based third-generation (3G) technologies (CDMA2000 and Universal
Mobile Telecommunications Service [UMTS]) is based on asynchronous
transfer mode (ATM). By using the quality-of-service (QoS) guarantees
provided by ATM technology, these 3G systems can efficiently transport
time-sensitive user traffic to different network elements. An effort is
currently under way in several wireless standards bodies to convert this
connection-oriented ATM-based RAN to a connectionless Internet protocol
(IP) network. Such a migration would converge the core and radio access
networks and hence yield cost savings and ease of maintenance. It is also
apparent that such a migration imposes new challenges to be solved on the
QoS front since IP is, predominantly, a best-effort transport mechanism. In
this paper, we explore the QoS support provided by 3rd Generation
Partnership Project 2 (3GPP2) standards and discuss several possibilities for
using IP transport without degrading the QoS experienced by different
traffic types. We provide a detailed description on the DiffServ approach and
how it can be used together with multiprotocol label switching (MPLS)
technology to provide the QoS guarantees in an IP-based RAN. Finally, we
briefly describe how the QoS framework discussed for CDMA2000* can be
applied to UMTS based networks. © 2002 Lucent Technologies Inc.
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Introduction
The radio access network (RAN) in the

CDMA2000* system [2, 25] (see Figure 1) consists of

the transport network from base station (BS) to base

station controller (BSC), BSC to packet control func-

tion (PCF), and PCF to packet data serving node

(PDSN). The connection between BSC/PCF to PDSN is

also referred to as the R-P interface. The traffic that

flows in the RAN is heterogeneous in nature, and

some of the traffic types have stringent delay, loss, and

jitter requirements. For example, delay for transport-

ing voice frames must be less than a few milliseconds.

Moreover, the variability in the delay (i.e., jitter) must

be small for acceptable voice quality. While the rea-

sons for such stringent requirements are primarily due

to the inherent nature of conversational traffic, per-

formance-enhancing schemes like soft-handoff that

are employed in code division multiple access (CDMA)

systems reinforce the need for timely data delivery.

On the forward link (i.e., the direction from BS to mo-

bile) traffic frames from different soft-handoff legs

need to reach the base transceiver system (BTS) in

time so that the mobile station (MS) can receive the
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Panel 1. Abbreviations, Acronyms, and Terms

3G—third generation
3GPP2—3rd Generation Partnership Project 2
3GPP—3rd Generation Partnership Project
AAA—authentication, authorization, and

accounting
AAL—ATM adaptation layer
Abis—interface between the BTS and BSC
ATM—asynchronous transfer mode
BA—behavior aggregate
BSC—base station controller
BS—base station
BTS—base transceiver system
CC—call control
CDMA—code division multiple access
CR—constraint-based routing
DCCH—dedicated control channel
DiffServ—differentiated services
DSCP—DiffServ code point
E-LSP—exp-inferred-PSC LSP
FCH—fundamental channel
FP—framing protocol
GEHCO—good enough header compression
H-AAA—home AAA
HDR—high data rate
IETF—Internet Engineering Task Force
IOS—Interoperability Specification
IntServ—integrated services
IP—Internet protocol
ISDN—integrated services digital network
LDP—label distribution protocol
LLA-ROHC—link-layer-assisted robust header

compression
L-LSP—label-only-inferred-PSC LSP
LSP—label-switched path
LSR—label switch router

MAC—medium access control
MCFTP—multi-channel flow treatment

protocol
MPLS—multi-protocol label switching
MS—mobile station
mux—multiplexer
OA&M—operations, administration, and

maintenance
OA—ordered aggregate
PCF—packet control function
PDSN—packet data serving node
PHB—per-hop behavior
PPP—point-to-point protocol
PSC—PHB scheduling class
PVC—permanent virtual circuit
QoS—quality of service
RADIUS—remote authentication dial-in

user service
RAN—radio access network
RFC—Request for Comments
RLP—radio link protocol
RSVP—resource reservation protocol
RTP—real-time protocol
SCH—supplemental channel
SDU—selection/distribution unit
SO—service option
SR_ID—service reference identifier
TCA—traffic conditioning agreement
TCP—transmission control protocol
TFT—traffic flow template
UDI—unrestricted digital information
UDP—user datagram protocol
UMTS—Universal Mobile Telecommunications

Service
VoIP—voice over IP

frames synchronously. Similarly, on the reverse link

(i.e., the direction from mobile to BS) traffic frames

need to arrive at the frame selector residing in the BSC

within predefined delay budgets. In case of data traf-

fic, the delay budgets vary depending on the applica-

tion type. Interactive traffic like Web browsing can

tolerate delay in transfer but not uncorrected trans-

mission errors. An application such as streaming audio

or video, however, cannot tolerate delays but can tol-

erate packet loss arising from transmission errors. In

essence, the RAN supports traffic of different delay

and loss budgets. Managing the RAN transport net-

work in the presence of these traffic types, in addition

to multiple user priority classes and the operations,

administration, and maintenance (OA&M)-type

traffic, is quite complex. Current circuit-oriented

RAN uses point-to-point connections—that is, asyn-

chronous transfer mode–permanent virtual circuit

(ATM-PVC) [2]. Each connection provides guaranteed

bandwidth that is engineered to support the expected

traffic capacity. Hence delay and jitter can easily be

controlled in this environment.
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Several wireless standards bodies are investigating

the idea of transforming the current ATM-based RAN

of CDMA2000 and UMTS into one that is IP based

[7, 13, 21]. One of the primary advantages of em-

ploying IP-based transport is the ease of maintenance

arising from convergence of core and RAN networks.

Other advantages include economic benefits and

capacity benefits. IP-based RAN has already been de-

ployed in a 3G data-only wireless system like the high

data rate (HDR) system, also referred to as 1x-EV-DO

(CDMA2000 1X evolution in data only mode) [8, 23].

While an IP-based RAN may be a natural choice for a

pure data-only system like HDR, it is not an obvious

choice when you consider mixed voice and data

systems such as CDMA2000 or UMTS. When these

3G systems migrate from an ATM-based RAN with

bandwidth guarantees to one that is based on best-

effort IP technology, the task of meeting the QoS re-

quirements for the different applications clearly

becomes more challenging.

If an IP RAN relies solely on best-effort IP trans-

port, acceptable quality of service may not be achieved

without significantly over-provisioning the network.

IP packets are normally subject to jitter arising from

variable queuing delay at the routers that process

bursty traffic. Moreover, the absence of any packet

admission control for best-effort transport can result in

congestion at IP routers and packet loss when suffi-

cient buffers are not available for queuing packets.

It is to be noted that supporting traffic classes with

varying quality of service (QoS) requirements is not

something specific to a wireless environment. A sim-

ilar problem arises even in the wireline communica-

tion networks. To this end, the Internet Engineering

Task Force (IETF) has standardized a number of tech-

niques, including integrated services (IntServ) and

differentiated services (DiffServ). IntServ (RFC 1633)

[11] provides a framework for enabling end-to-end

QoS between IP hosts. IntServ uses resource reserva-

tion protocol (RSVP) (RFC 2205) [10] to provide a

mechanism for reserving transport resources over

a signaling plane. DiffServ (RFC 2474, 2475) [9, 19]

allows an architecture that can mark packets accord-

ing to QoS requirements, thus making it possible for

IP routers to treat classes of packets differently in

terms of priority, traffic shaping, and loss due to

congestion.

Currently, multi-protocol label switching (MPLS)

is becoming increasingly popular for transport net-

works that support heterogeneous traffic with guar-

anteed bandwidth. The primary advantages that

MPLS brings are the bandwidth-guaranteeing capa-

bility and the traffic-engineering capability. MPLS

achieves this by setting up a label-switched path (LSP)

that has guaranteed bandwidth using either the RSVP

with traffic engineering extensions (RSVP-TE) or

constraint-based routing–label distribution protocol

(CR-LDP) for signaling.

In general, IP transport QoS in the RAN should be

capable of:

• Differentiating user traffic QoS. RAN transport net-

works must meet the challenge of stringent end-

to-end quality-of-service (QoS) requirements for

multimedia and mission-critical applications via

a multiservice IP-based infrastructure. These ap-

plications require more predictable end-to-end

behavior.
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Figure 1.
Network reference models for IOS V4 CDMA2000 RAN.
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• Meeting the RAN transport delay, jitter, and loss

requirements to maintain user bearer services perform-

ance at the radio network layer (e.g., maintenance of

frame synchronization, differential delay for soft

handoff performance, packet loss rate, and re-

sponse time of control messages such as power con-

trol information flowing between RAN nodes).

Transport QoS in the IP-based RAN is currently

under discussion in both 3rd Generation Partnership

Project (3GPP) and 3rd Generation Partnership Project

2 (3GPP2) standards bodies, and DiffServ is currently

a preferred method for supporting transport QoS (i.e.,

DiffServ is not made mandatory at the time of this

writing). However, DiffServ is a hop-by-hop mecha-

nism at the IP layer and is not designed to guarantee

end-to-end QoS. To better achieve transport QoS

capabilities comparable to those of ATM, the use of

IP over MPLS could be considered. In fact, given

the traffic-engineering and bandwidth-guaranteeing

abilities of MPLS, it makes itself a readily acceptable

mechanism for transporting heterogeneous traffic in

the RAN.

At this point, it is worth highlighting that a sim-

pler, alternative approach for providing QoS does exist

for the case where backhaul bandwidth is relatively

inexpensive. For example, when connecting two

network elements, the operator could simply over-

provision the transport resources. Moreover, given

that air interface is a precious resource in a wireless

network, it is preferable to have RAN transport

resource availability be such that the utilization of the

air interface is maximized. However, in the remainder

of this paper, we assume that such over-provisioning

is not done due to economic reasons, and explore the

current mechanisms described in the 3GPP2 standards

for providing QoS over the air and in the RAN. We

propose the use of MPLS, in conjunction with or as a

substitute for DiffServ, for providing QoS in a future

IP-based RAN of the CDMA2000 system.

This paper is organized as follows. In the next two

sections, we provide an overview of CDMA2000 sys-

tem architecture and some of the important protocol

stacks for the existing and evolving RAN topologies. In

the later sections, we provide background informa-

tion on DiffServ and MPLS technologies for providing

QoS in the RAN. We then describe the QoS support

specified in IS-835 (Wireless IP Network standard)

[3] and IS-707-A-2.12 (Data Service Options for

CDMA2000) [24] and discuss how different applica-

tions and mobiles can use the RAN for their specific

needs. We also provide a brief discussion on how the

QoS approach discussed for the CDMA2000 system

can be applied to the UMTS system. Finally, we pro-

vide some concluding remarks on end-to-end QoS in

the IP RAN.

Overview of CDMA2000 Architecture
The existing Interoperability Specification (IOS)

for CDMA2000 [2] network reference architecture is

shown in Figure 1. The BTS-BSC-MSC path is for

circuit voice service while the BTS-BSC/PCF-PDSN

path is for packet data services. The A1 interface car-

ries signaling information between the call control

(CC) and mobility management (MM) functions of

the CDMA2000 MSC and the call control component

of the CDMA2000 BS (BSC). The A2 interface carries

64/56 kb/s PCM information (voice/data) or 64 kb/s

unrestricted digital information (UDI, for ISDN). This

traffic is carried between the CDMA2000 MSC and

one of the channel element components of the

CDMA2000 BS (in the case of an analog air interface),

or the selection/distribution unit (SDU) function (in

the case of a voice call over a digital air interface).

The A3 interface carries coded user information

(voice/data) and signaling information between the

SDU function and the channel element component

of the CDMA2000 BS (BTS). This is a logical descrip-

tion of the endpoints of the A3 interface. The physical

endpoints are beyond the scope of this IOS specifica-

tion. The A3 interface is composed of two parts: sig-

naling and user traffic. The signaling information is

carried across a separate logical channel from the user

traffic channel, and it controls the allocation and use

of channels for transporting user traffic. The A7 in-

terface carries signaling information between a source

CDMA2000 BS and a target CDMA2000 BS. The A10

interface carries user traffic between the CDMA2000

RAN and the PDSN. The A11 interface carries signal-

ing information between the CDMA2000 RAN and

the PDSN.
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Table I. Protocol stacks of IOS V4.x reference interfaces.

Signaling Traffic Bearer Traffic

Abis A1 A3 A7 A11 Abis A2 A3 A10

Signaling Signaling Signaling Signaling Signaling User 56/64 kb/s User User
traffic PCM traffic traffic

TCP SCCP TCP TCP UDP FP FP FP GRE

IP MTP3 IP IP IP SSSAR TDM SSSAR IP

AAL5 MTP2 AAL5 AAL5 L2 AAL2 AAL2 L2

ATM MTP1 ATM ATM ATM ATM

L1 L1 L1 L1 L1 L1 (DS0) L1 L1

AAL—ATM adaptation layer MTP—Message transfer part

Abis—Interface between the BTS and BSC PCM—Pulse code modulation

ATM—Asynchronous transfer mode SCCP—Signaling connection control part

BSC—Base station controller SSSAR—Service specific segmentation and reassembly sublayer

BTS—Base transceiver station TCP—Transmission control protocol

FP—Framing protocol TDM—Time division multiplexing

GRE—Generic routing encapsulation UDP—User datagram protocol

IP—Internet protocol

L1—Layer 1

L2—Layer 2

Overview of CDMA2000 ATM- and IP-Based
Protocol Stacks

Table I shows the existing protocol stacks for var-

ious reference interfaces in the CDMA2000 system.

It can be noted that the emphasis is on the ATM con-

nectivity. For example, most signaling messages are

sent over transmission control protocol (TCP) over IP

over ATM adaptation layer 5 (AAL5) over ATM and

bearer traffic over ATM adaptation layer 2 (AAL2)

over ATM in the RAN. The exceptions are the A1 sig-

naling interface that is carried over narrowband

Signaling System 7 (SS7) protocol stack and the

A10/A11 interfaces that are carried over IP/Ethernet

links.

Table II shows the proposed protocol stacks for

the evolved CDMA2000 RAN. Note that layer 3 is IP

for all the interfaces, regardless of signaling or bearer

traffic. Hence it is an all-IP-based network reference

model. All signaling and bearer messages will be

carried over IP internetwork. Especially A1 signaling

interface will use one of the IETF SIGTRAN specifica-

tions for carrying SS7 user signaling over the IP trans-

port network. Note that compressed user datagram

protocol (UDP) over IP (RFC 2507) [14] and/or

compressed real-time protocol (RTP) over UDP/IP

(RFC 2508) [12] may be used in the IP RAN to im-

prove the transport efficiency, due to limited trans-

port resources in the RAN. Previous performance

studies have shown that IP transport, when used with

IP header compression, can yield about 10 to 50%

gain in transport efficiency depending on the traffic

type considered.

The QoS Framework in IP and MPLS Networks
Before we discuss the QoS approach for the

IP-based RAN, we provide some background informa-

tion on the QoS framework in IP and MPLS networks.

The DiffServ Framework
The DiffServ architecture (RFC 2475) [9] provides

a scalable QoS framework for classifying different

flows into differentiated service classes and deliver-

ing such differentiated services to the different user

flows according to the defined forwarding behaviors.

The DiffServ framework is such that traffic flows with

higher priority are treated somewhat better than those

with lower priority (better in the sense of lower drop
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Table II. Proposed protocol stacks of IOS V5.x reference interfaces.

Signaling Traffic Bearer Traffic

Abis A1 A3 A7 A11 Abis A2 A3 A10

Signaling Signaling Signaling Signaling Signaling User EVRC User User
traffic traffic traffic

SCCP SUA FP RTP FP

M3UA

SCTP SCTP SCTP SCTP UDP UDP UDP UDP GRE
(or TCP) (or TCP) (or TCP)

IP IP IP IP IP IP IP IP IP

L2 L2 L2 L2 L2 L2 L2 L2 L2

L1 L1 L1 L1 L1 L1 L1 L1 L1

Abis—Interface between the BTS and BSC SCCP—Signaling connection control part

EVRC—Enhanced variable rate coder SCTP—Stream control transmission protocol

FP—Framing protocol SUA—SS7 SCCP-user adaptation layer

IP—Internet protocol TCP—Transmission control protocol

L—Layer M3UA—MTP3 user adaptation layer

RTP—Real-time protocol UDP—User datagram protocol

Classification and
scheduling

Marking,
classification,

and scheduling

QoS-enabled IP RAN
transport network

DiffServ-able
router

DiffServ-able
router

Low bandwidth
link

BTS

BTS
DiffServ
IP
QoS
RAN

Base transceiver system
Differentiated services
Internet protocol
Quality of service
Radio access network

-
-
-
-
-

Marking,
classification,
conditioning,

and scheduling

BSC

Figure 2.
DiffServ-enabled IP RAN.

probability during periods of congestion and lower

latency in processing). Besides performing packet

routing and forwarding functions, all IP nodes in the

DiffServ domain (a domain typically refers to a net-

work managed by the same administrative organiza-

tion) may also include two additional functional

components: the classifier and the conditioner. The

classifier is an entity that selects packets based on the

content of packet headers according to defined rules.

The conditioner is an entity that performs traffic con-

ditioning functions and it may contain meters, po-

licers, shapers, and markers. The traffic conditioning

function is typically deployed at edge nodes of a

DiffServ domain. Figure 2 shows the basic functions

that can be applied for different components in a

DiffServ network. Nodes within the network, such as

routers, perform the functions of scheduling and

classification.

The DiffServ architecture uses a field in the IP

header, called the DiffServ field, as the DiffServ code

point (DSCP) for classification of packets from differ-

ent traffic flows. This field is part of the type of serv-

ice field in IPv4 and the traffic class octet in IPv6. All

the IP packets crossing a link and requiring the same

DiffServ behavior are said to constitute a behavior

aggregate (BA). At the ingress node of a DiffServ do-

main, the packets are classified and marked with a

DSCP that corresponds to their BA. The set of BAs
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that share an ordering constraint are referred to as an

ordered aggregate (OA). A DSCP is an index to a per-

hop behavior (PHB) in the forwarding treatment

table. A PHB is a description of the externally observ-

able forwarding treatment applied at a differentiated

service-compliant node. PHBs are specified in terms of

resource (e.g., buffer, bandwidth) priority relative to

other PHBs, or in terms of their relative observable

traffic characteristics (e.g., delay, loss). A PHB de-

scriptor is derived from a set of transport QoS param-

eters. Transport QoS parameters may include (but are

not limited to) the following usage parameters:

• Traffic classes,

• Forwarding priority,

• Expected packet loss rate,

• Expected delay bounds,

• Expected throughput,

• Expected packet mis-insertion rate, and

• Expected peak forwarding rate.

A PHB may also include a specification for traffic

conditioning. Traffic conditioning functions include

metering, shaping, policing, and marking the packet

flows. Traffic conditioning functions are used to con-

form to the requirements defined in the traffic condi-

tioning agreement (TCA). Thus, a traffic conditioner

may alter the temporal characteristics of the traffic

behavior aggregate. Currently, the two recognized

IETF standard PHB scheduling classes are assured

forwarding (RFC 2597) [16] and expedited forward-

ing (RFC 2598) [17]. A PHB scheduling class (PSC) is

a set of one or more PHBs that are applied to the BAs

belonging to a given OA. For example, AF1x is a PSC

comprising of AF11, AF12 and AF13 PHBs. EF is an

example of PSC consisting of a single PHB, the EF

PHB. The EF PSC is intended for “premium service,”

to achieve a low-loss, low-latency, low-jitter, assured

bandwidth, and end-to-end service through DiffServ

domains. Such a service would appear to endpoints

like a point-to-point connection or a “virtual leased

line,” which is similar to ATM CBR service.

The second standardized PSC, assured forward-

ing, is a means for the DiffServ domain provider to

offer different levels of forwarding assurances for IP

packets received from a customer. Traffic may exceed

the subscribed profile but the excess traffic is not

guaranteed to have the same probability of delivery as

the traffic that is within the subscriber’s profile.

Currently, four AF classes are defined, namely, AF1x,

AF2x, AF3x, and AF4x (where x � 1, 2, 3). Each AF

class in a given node is allocated different forwarding

resources (buffer space and bandwidth). IP packets

are assigned to one or more AF classes according to

the services to which the customer has subscribed. In

each AF PHB class, IP packets are marked with one of

three possible drop precedence values. In case of net-

work or node congestion, the drop precedence of a

packet determines the relative importance of the

packet in the AF class. A congested DiffServ node is

more protective of packets with a low drop prece-

dence value, by preferably discarding packets with a

higher drop precedence value.

MPLS and the Advantages of QoS Guarantees
and Traffic Engineering

In existing IP networks, as an IP packet travels

from one router to the next, each router makes an

independent forwarding decision for that packet by

analyzing the packet’s header and using route entries

generated by the network layer routing algorithm it

runs. So choosing the next hop router comprises two

functions: the first is to partition all packets into sets

of forwarding equivalence classes (FECs); the second

is to map FEC into a next hop. MPLS (RFC 3031) [22]

is a new technology that assigns a particular FEC to a

particular packet just once, as the packet enters the

network. The FEC to which the packet is assigned is

encoded as a label. This label is sent along with the

packet to the next hop. At subsequent hops, there is

no further analysis of the packet’s network layer

header. The label is used as an index to a table that

specifies the next hop and a new label. The old label

is replaced with the new label and the packet is for-

warded to the next hop. In order to distribute these

labels, IETF defines two signaling protocols: Label dis-

tribution protocol (LDP) [4] and RSVP (RFC 2205)

[10]. Moreover, the enhancement to LDP that allows

explicit routes and traffic engineering capabilities to be

specified is referred to as the constraint-based routed

LDP (CRLDP) [5]. The enhancement to RSVP to pro-

vide such traffic engineering capability is referred to as
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RSVP traffic engineering (RSVP-TE) [6]. We now

describe some possible options for setting up LSPs and

the corresponding routing protocol preference.

• Hop-by-hop label assignment—In this case, LSP

setup requests are routed according to the next-

hop routing toward the destination of the data

flow. Both LDP and RSVP can be used for this

approach.

• Downstream, unsolicited label distribution—The

egress label switch router (LSR) distributes the

label to be used to reach a particular host. In ad-

dition, if the label distribution method is Ordered

Control, each upstream LSR distributes a label

further upstream and effectively builds a tree

rooted at each egress LSR. LDP is more suitable

for this mode of label distribution.

• Explicit route specification—If an ingress LSR wants

to set up an LSP that does not follow the next-hop

routing path, it must use a label distribution pro-

tocol that allows specification of an explicit route.

CR-LDP and RSVP-TE are two protocols that can

be used to set up an explicit route.

• LSP with service guarantees—An ingress LSR may also

want to set up an LSP that provides a particular

level of service by reserving resources (e.g., band-

width, QoS) at each intermediate LSR along the

path. CR-LDP and RSVP-TE are two protocols that

allow downstream on demand label distribution.

Such protocols allow the network elements to

request for specific service guarantees.

Combining DiffServ and MPLS
As described in the previous subsection, DiffServ

architecture is primarily designed to provide relative

QoS. Hence traffic flow with a higher priority is

treated somewhat better (for example, in terms of

lower drop probability during periods of congestion,

smaller latencies in processing) than the one with

lower priority. On the other hand, MPLS is designed

to provide end-to-end QoS guarantees using pre-

negotiated LSPs. Moreover, MPLS offers the advan-

tage of traffic engineering naturally. During the LSP

set-up phase, RSVP-TE can be used to distribute traf-

fic in the network so that overall performance can be

maximized.

Incorporating differentiated services into MPLS is

an active research area in the IETF MPLS Working

Group. A solution for supporting the DiffServ BA over

an MPLS network is provided in [18]. There are two

types of LSPs defined in conjunction with DiffServ.

These are commonly referred to as exp-inferred-PSC

LSPs (E-LSPs) and label-only-inferred-PSC LSPs

(L-LSPs) [18]. The L-LSP approach is intended to

carry a single OA per LSP while E-LSPs allow multiple

OAs to be carried over a single LSP. In case of E-LSPs,

the EXP bits of the MPLS shim header are used by

the LSR to determine the PHB to be applied to the

packet. The mapping from EXP field to PHB for a

given LSP is explicitly signaled at label set-up or it

relies on preconfigured mapping. In case of L-LSPs,

the PSC is explicitly signaled during label establish-

ment so that after label establishment, the LSR can

exclusively infer the PSC from the label value (hence

EXP bits are not of significance for deriving the PSC).

Several enhancements to RSVP-TE and CR-LDP are

required to support E-LSPs.

In summary, we have so far discussed DiffServ,

MPLS, and the schemes for combining the two. With

regard to the IP-based RAN, either one of these three

options could be used, although the preferred ap-

proach is DiffServ-enabled MPLS. By using a DiffServ-

enabled MPLS RAN, the operators have the advantage

of enjoying QoS guarantees (resulting from MPLS)

along with differential treatment and standards com-

pliance (DiffServ may be made mandatory in 3G sys-

tems). Moreover, operators may first employ DiffServ

for QoS differentiation and then employ MPLS for

QoS guarantees in a phased manner. On the other

hand, it may turn out that for the given traffic levels,

traffic types, and the bandwidth provisioned, DiffServ

is indeed sufficient. The exact choice depends on

several factors including interoperability compliance,

traffic levels and types, and economic studies.

Review of QoS Support in the CDMA2000 System
In this section, we provide a summary of the QoS

support as described in the two major CDMA2000

standards. The first standard—the Wireless IP Network

Standard (IS-835) [3]—describes the end-to-end

point-to-point protocol (PPP) link service and the
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R-P bearer service. In addition to providing the dif-

ferent registration and authentication procedures for

simple IP and mobile IP services, it describes the QoS

support over the R-P interface (R-P interface is de-

fined as the combination of A10 and A11 interfaces).

The second standard—the Data Service Options in

CDMA2000 (IS-707-A-2.12) [24]—describes the

air-interface QoS classes and the corresponding QoS

parameter negotiation.

QoS at the PPP Level and on the R-P Interface
In this section, we describe the different QoS

classes based on the application type and how multi-

ple applications can share the same PPP connection by

using multiple service instances.

QoS classes based on application type. The wireless

bearer service classes available in 3G networks like

UMTS/CDMA2000 are conversational, streaming, in-

teractive and background classes [1, 3]. Characteristics

of these wireless bearer service classes are listed

below:

• Conversational (real-time) class: The types of appli-

cations that fall under this traffic class include voice

over IP and video conferencing. Fundamental QoS

characteristics for this class are:

– A need to preserve the timing relation (i.e.,

absolute delay and delay variation) between

information entities of the stream, and

– Conversational pattern (i.e., highly interactive

and extremely low response delay).

• Streaming class: The types of applications that fall

under this traffic class include streaming video

and audio. Fundamental QoS characteristics for

this class are:

– Unidirectional continuous streams, and

– A need to preserve unidirectional timing rela-

tion (variation) between information entities

of the streams.

• Interactive class: The types of applications that fall

under this traffic class include Web browsing, data

base retrieval, and server access. Fundamental

QoS characteristics for this class are:

– Query and response pattern,

– A need to preserve timing relation at certain

levels, and

– A need to reliably deliver the payload content.

• Background class: The types of applications that fall

under this traffic class include background down-

load of e-mails. Fundamental QoS characteristics

for this class are:

– The destination is not expecting the data

within a certain time, and

– A need to reliably deliver the payload content.

Before we proceed to briefly describe how multi-

ple service instances can be set up in the same PPP

session, we describe a few terms that we will often

refer to in the rest of this paper.

• Packet data session: This is a period of time during

which the mobile maintains a PPP connection to

the PDSN. A mobile can have only one PPP con-

nection with the PDSN.

• Packet call: This is a period of time for which the

mobile has radio resources allocated. During this

period, a mobile’s medium access control (MAC)

state is in the active state. When the RLP inactiv-

ity timer expires, the mobile will release the radio

resources including the RLP, Walsh code, and

backhaul resources. However, the PPP connec-

tion to the PDSN is maintained. One or more

packet calls make up a packet data session.

• Service instance: During a packet call, the mobile

can initiate multiple service instances. There are

three service types, namely:

– SI-TYPE_1, which identifies a service instance

with RLP retransmissions to provide reliable

transport for background class, interactive

class, and streaming class,

– SI-TYPE_2, which identifies a service instance

with no RLP overhead to provide spectrally

efficient transport for conversational or stream-

ing codecs (e.g., EVRC, SMV) that are syn-

chronous with the CDMA2000 air framing,

and

– SI-TYPE_3, which identifies a service instance

with non re-transmitting RLP to provide low-

latency but nonreliable transport for streaming

class and conversational class.

Multiple service instances within a PPP session.
CDMA2000 service options [25] allow voice and data

services to be defined and specified independently

within the confines of the physical layer and the
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multiplex sub-layer interface (e.g., service option 33

[SO33] is used for data services). The air interface of

CDMA2000 is designed to support multiple instances

for the same service option. These instances are re-

ferred to as service instances. The CDMA2000 data

service option specification [24] supports a maximum

of six service instances per MS, each of which may

have associated radio link protocol (RLP) and/or QoS

parameter setting. The MS and RAN identify specific

service instances with an identifier that is referred to as

the service reference identifier (SR_ID). There is one

R-P connection for each service instance. A single R-P

session is maintained for all the R-P connections

associated with an MS. A single PPP session is associ-

ated with the R-P session and there is one PPP session

per MS.

A service instance may carry multiple flows. A

flow is defined as a series of packets that share a spe-

cific instantiation of IETF protocol layers—for exam-

ple, an RTP flow consists of packets belonging to an

RTP/UDP/IP protocol instantiation, all of which share

the same source and destination IP addresses and UDP

port number. The MS uses packet filters to identify

flows within a service instance to the PDSN. The

PDSN then uses the mapping information to properly

map flows to the R-P connection associated with the

service instance. IS-835 groups all flows associated

with the same MS IP source address over a single

service instance onto one traffic flow template (TFT).

The MS signals TFTs to the PDSN via a new PPP con-

trol protocol, multi-channel flow treatment protocol

(MCFTP). The PDSN and MS identify a specific TFT

via the mobile’s IP address and SR_ID of the associated

service instance. Figure 3 provides an illustration of

the relationships between MS IP address, PPP session,

R-P session, R-P connection, service instance, SR_ID,

and TFT.

If the MS wishes to establish multiple service

instances, the MS first establishes a PPP service instance

of SI-Type_1 before establishing secondary service

instances of SI-Type_2 or SI-Type_3. Currently, all the

service instances have to be of SO33 (for packet data).

However, TSG-P Group of 3GPP2 is in the process of

defining two new service options for VoIP. These new

service options differ in the way RTP/UDP/IP headers

are compressed. Link-layer-assisted robust header

compression (LLA-ROHC) is used for transparent

header compression in Service Option 61 and another

new service option would use good enough header

compression (GEHCO) for nontransparent header com-

pression. As mentioned earlier, a new A10 connection

is established for each service instance. When a MS ini-

tiates secondary service instances, it could send a TFT

that contains packet filters associated with each of the

service instances. The packet filters are used to map

specific forward traffic flows to the corresponding serv-

ice instance. A maximum of 15 packet filters can be

defined for each service instance of SI-Type_1; only one

packet filter can be defined for each service instance of

SI-Type_2; and a maximum of 15 packet filters can be

defined for each service instance of SI-Type_3.

QoS Support over the A10 Interface
IS-835 [3] proposes using DiffServ over the A10

interface. The usage of DiffServ is according to the

subscriber QoS profile. The current version of IS-835

(it is to be noted that, at the time of writing, IS-835

is still undergoing several changes in terms of QoS

schemes to be used and the appropriate signalling

schemes for conveying QoS parameters) specifies a

subscriber QoS profile that:
• Provides a maximum air interface data rate asso-

ciated with an RP connection that a user may
establish,

• Provides a maximum differentiated service level
that the mobile may mark reverse traffic, and

• Provides a fixed marking for a reverse tunneled
traffic (back to the home agent).

The PDSN can assign DSCP (DiffServ code points)

to the A10 connections based on the 3GPP2 differ-

entiated service class options from the home RADIUS

server. The 3GPP2 differentiated service class options

specify groupings of differentiated service classes. In

essence, the PDSN sends packets received from the

IP network for a mobile station onto the R-P session

for the mobile station in accordance with differ-

entiated class behavior of the packet and the user

profile’s 3GPP2 differentiated service class options.

The PPP frames that carry the user packets are en-

capsulated in GRE packets, which in turn are carried

over IP.
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Figure 3.
Relationship between multiple flows, PPP connection, and service instances.

QoS Support over the Air Link
For the air-link segment of the radio access bearer

service, IS-707-A.2.12 [24] allows two QoS modes: as-

sured mode and nonassured mode. A mobile sub-

scribed to the assured mode has the option of sending

a set of QoS parameters—for example, the required

air-link data rate, acceptable air-link data rate, re-

quested air-link frame error rate, acceptable air-link

frame error rate. This set of QoS parameters is re-

ferred to as the QoS BLOB. A mobile subscribed to the

nonassured mode cannot specify such parameters.

However, there exists an option to assign different pri-

ority levels (13 to be specific) to the nonassured serv-

ice. The MAC layer multiplexes traffic from packet data

service instances onto physical channels (in fact, the

multiplex sub-layer, which is part of the MAC layer of

IS-2000, has been defined for this purpose).

The CDMA2000 mobiles can use different traffic

channels like fundamental channel (FCH) and sup-

plemental channels (SCHs) in addition to dedicated

control channel (DCCH) for carrying traffic. The stan-

dard allows a mobile to have two supplemental chan-

nels (SCH0 and SCH1) in addition to FCH and DCCH.

The radio access bearer (RAB) service layer, based on

per-call or per-active session requirements from the

BSC and the current RF conditions, decides the opti-

mal QoS multiplexing mechanism and the MAC sub-

layer multiplexing mechanism over the Radio Link.

The eventual goal of the RAB service layer is to

maximize the RF spectrum utilization, given the

constraints of radio link quality and per-flow QoS

requirements over the air.

Note that beyond the air-interface parameters,

the standard does not define the QoS approach for
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Figure 4.
The layered architecture of the end-to-end user bearer service.

bearer traffic over the backhaul, for example, over

the Abis interface. In the next section, we describe an

end-to-end QoS approach when the Abis interface is

IP based.

End-to-End QoS Approach in IP-Based
CDMA2000 RAN

We start this section by providing a comprehen-

sive view of the hierarchical QoS approach in the

CDMA2000 system. Figure 4 shows a logical

hierarchy of the end-to-end bearer services in the

CDMA2000 system. A similar hierarchical approach

for the UMTS system is provided in [15]. The service-

level agreement (SLA) is negotiated between a mo-

bile subscriber and the wireless service provider. The

SLA typically is expressed in terms of bandwidth,

delay, and loss requirements. Such an SLA will be

realized using the end-to-end bearer service classes.

Some examples of end-to-end bearer service classes

are Platinum, Silver, or Bronze services, each with dif-

ferent QoS guarantees. Since an end-to-end connec-

tion for a mobile user spans both the wireless and the

wireline network, one can further separate the end-

to-end bearer service classes into wireless bearer

service classes and wireline bearer service classes. The

wireline bearer service concerns the treatment of user

flows (which carry the application contents) over the

fixed network that normally has plenty of bandwidth,

powerful routers, and highly reliable facilities (e.g.,

fiber). Therefore, the wireline networks normally
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End-to-end Qos approach on CDMA2000 network.

provide higher QoS performance to its users than that

in the wireless networks. If the wireline bearer service

is built on top of an IP network, then DiffServ and/or

MPLS can be used to provide the required QoS. If the

wireline bearer service is built on top of an ATM net-

work, the mature ATM QoS approach using perma-

nent virtual circuits (PVCs) can be used to meet the

QoS requirement for the wireline bearer service.

In a CDMA2000 network, the wireless bearer

service is built on top of a PPP bearer service. The PPP

bearer service consists of the radio access bearer ser-

vice and the RP bearer service. The radio access bearer

service consists of the air-link segment and the seg-

ment in the radio access network. The R-P bearer

service consists of the segment between the BSC and

the PDSN (the A10 interface in IOS standard).

QoS Approach in the Forward Direction
There are two approaches for the PDSN to mark

the user traffic as well as the GRE/IP packets:

• The PDSN can mark the user traffic and GRE/IP

packets based on the QoS BLOB parameter(s) and

police or shape the traffic on the A10 interface

in accordance with the differentiated services

behavior.

• The PDSN can mark the DSCP of the GRE/IP

packet based on the DSCP of the incoming IP

packets (see Figure 5).
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The PCF receives the GRE/IP packets from the

PDSN and simply maps the outer DSCP on the GRE/IP

packet onto a new GRE/IP packet destined to the BSC

if the BSC and PCF are not co-located. Note that each

service instance is transported on a separate A10 con-

nection. The PCF session ID (PSI) can be used as the

GRE key (4 bytes in length). It is possible for the IP

packets to be received out of sequence inside the GRE

tunnel. For this reason, sequence number option

(indicated by S bit in the GRE header) may be turned

on so that resequencing is possible. Resequencing also

helps the end-to-end performance in case any of the

following occur:
• The PDSN is configured to send GRE packets that

contain incomplete PPP frames or multiple PPP
frames;

• The mobile station negotiates PPP payload com-
pression algorithm that requires PPP frames to be
delivered in sequence; or

• The mobile station negotiates Van Jacobson TCP/IP
header compression in which the Connection ID
may be compressed.

However, if GRE sequence numbering is used at

the PDSN, the PDSN will indicate one and only one

differentiated service class for all IP packets on the

R-P session based on the user profile’s 3GPP2 differ-

entiated service class options from the home RADIUS

server. As for the PDSN, the PCF is not required to

police or shape the outbound traffic.

QoS Approach in the Reverse Direction
When the MS marks IP packets with differenti-

ated services code points (DSCP), the PDSN will ensure

that only allowed DSCPs are used as authorized by the

home authentication, authorization, and accounting

(H-AAA) server in the users 3GPP2 QoS profile. If the

H-AAA does not include the 3GPP2 QoS profile, the

PDSN will offer a default QoS to the user’s packets as

provisioned by the service provider. The PDSN will

re-mark the packets if the user’s markings are not au-

thorized. The BSC/PCF will extract the payload out of

an RLP frame, and encapsulate it with GRE/IP header.

The BSC/PCF maintains a mapping table to map the

GRE tunnel identifier with the service instance iden-

tifier. The same mapping table will also include an

extra field to indicate what DSCPs will be used to mark

the outer IP header of GRE/IP packets. Then, the

GRE/IP packets are shipped across the A10 interface to

the PDSN. The PDSN will terminate PPP, extract the

user’s IP packets and re-mark the DSCP code points

of the user’s IP packets if necessary. Since the delay/

jitter requirements for A10 interface is not as strin-

gent as the Abis interface, the IETF DiffServ approach

may be sufficient to provide different QoS treatments

to the traffic from different service classes. However, if

the BSC/PCF and PDSN are within an IP network

where other non-wireless related traffic may be pres-

ent, then MPLS can be used to provide bandwidth

guarantees for the wireless data traffic. The traffic

marked with DSCP can be mapped into different

MPLS LSPs using the approach described in the

previous sections and in [18].

Using DiffServ/MPLS in the IP-Based RAN
In the existing IOS standard, the CDMA2000

PHY-UP framing protocol (FP) data units are carried

using an ATM connection over the Abis/A3 interface

while IP/PPP packets are carried using GRE/IP tunnels

over the A10 interface. In the future IP-based radio

access networks, the FP data units will be carried

inside IP packets instead of ATM cells. Since the radio

bearer service layer operates in a synchronous fashion

but the IP layer operates in an asynchronous fashion,

extra care needs to be taken to ensure the voice/data

calls meet their QoS requirements. For example, the

delay, jitter, and loss requirements across the Abis/

Inter-BSC interfaces are more stringent than the

A10/A11 interfaces because the soft handoff scenar-

ios mandate that the FP data units arrive at relevant

base stations within certain time windows in order to

enjoy the benefits of soft-combining. Thus, a careful

design that incorporates a DiffServ-enabled and/or

MPLS-enabled network, as described in previous sec-

tions, is necessary in order to make an IP-based RAN

feasible.

QoS Approach across Abis/A3 Interfaces
Consider that a packet data user has activated one

service instance of SO33 with SI-Type_1, since it is

always the primary service instance type required to

carry signaling (e.g., PPP signaling) information. The

same service instance can be used for reliable delivery
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of Web/e-mail traffic. Consider now that the user has

activated another instance of SO33 with SI-Type_2

for streaming applications needs. Separate A10 con-

nections are used to transport PPP frames over differ-

ent GRE/IP tunnels to the PCF. Appropriate DSCP

code points will be used for the different A10 con-

nections as discussed in earlier section. Once the traf-

fic arrives at the BSC, the RLP frames from different

service instances will be multiplexed in the traffic

channels. There are two choices for such multiplexing.

We will discuss these two choices, recommend one

approach, and then discuss how the QoS approach is

designed based on this choice.

The two different approaches for multiplexing

RLP frames belonging to different service instances in

the multiplex sub-layer are as follows:

• RLP frames belonging to different service in-

stances can be multiplexed onto the same SCH

service data unit (SDU). Essentially, the traffic

streams from different service classes are treated

identically over Abis and over the air. By multi-

plexing data from several service instances, the

MAC scheduler located within the BSC can allo-

cate a single high data rate SCH to the mobile.

Note that a mobile can only have a maximum of

two SCHs in parallel and it may end up with a

single SCH for a large fraction of time due to lim-

ited RF resources. Hence the ability to multiplex

traffic from several service instances onto the

same traffic channel is useful. However, the dis-

advantage in combining several streams onto the

same traffic channel is the loss in the ability to

distinguish the individual streams in the RAN

transport network and over the air interface. For

example, an SCH frame carrying both Web data

and streaming audio would have to be treated as

streaming audio, which needs to be transported

with minimal delay. In doing so, the system has

not capitalized on the delay insensitivity feature of

non-real-time traffic.

• The traffic from different service instances, but

belonging to the same SI-Type, can be multi-

plexed onto the same physical channel. Hence,

different SI-Types will be using different physical

channels. Given that an MS has one FCH, one

DCCH, and two SCHs, making a total of three

traffic channels, one can assign each one to a

service instance type. Note that DCCH, although

a dedicated control channel, can carry user traffic.

Clearly, FCH (or DCCH) should be used for packet

voice traffic as intended by SI-Type_2 because an

MS can only have one instance of SI-Type_2 at

any time. Since packet voice is usually of low

bit rate (for example, EVRC has a peak rate of

8.55 Kb/s), it can easily be transported on an FCH

(or DCCH). Web traffic, e-mail, and other error-

intolerant traffic can be multiplexed onto a single

high data rate SCH channel that can serve with an

RLP configured for retransmission (SI-Type_1)

mode. That leaves an additional SCH that can be

used to multiplex several streaming applications

using a transparent RLP (SI-Type_3). That way,

frames (referred to as muxPDUs in CDMA2000)

belonging to streaming applications can be trans-

ported with small delay but higher residual error

rate than SI-Type_1 traffic.

We recommend using the second approach—that

is, mapping the three different service instance types

to the three different traffic channels available in

CDMA2000 system, since such a mapping will enable

differential treatment of the traffic flows. Once such a

mapping is performed, marking the DSCP header of

the IP packet that encapsulates such a muxPDU is

straightforward. It is clear that the FCH and DCCH

must be given higher priority than the SCH. This is

because the FCH and DCCH carry important signaling

information regarding the CDMA2000 system, in

addition to carrying delay sensitive voice traffic.

After the FCH and DCCH, the SCH carrying

SI-Type_3 traffic (say SCH0) should get the next high-

est priority so that streaming data can be transported

with small delay. However, since RLP is not used in

the retransmit mode, the error rate for the streaming

data will be higher than that for the FCH traffic. The

SCH carrying the non-real-time data (say, SCH1) is

given the least priority and hence can be delayed

more than the other two. However, it is important

to keep the residual error rate for the non-real-time

traffic to be the lowest among the three service

instance types.
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Table III. Generic traffic-classes and the proposed class DSCP at A3/A7/Abis interfaces.

Traffic Class Examples Proposed DSCP

Class 1: Very low latency FCH, DCCH and real-time audit (101)xxx, e.g., (101)110
and/or conversational flows flows for EF services

Class 2: Low latency flows and general SCH0 (streaming) (100)xxx (AF4x),
data services SCH1 (Web/e-mail etc.) (011)xxx (AF3x)

Class 3: Signaling bearer Abis and A3/A7 signaling, (010)xxx (AF2x)
PCH FP, BCH FP, etc.

Class 4: General auditing, BSC OA&M, BTS OA&M, (001)xxx (AF1x)
OA&M, background traffic Performance measurement

Class 5: Unknown/unspecified/ Mis-inserted packets, excessive (000)000 (default–best-effort
unauthorized packets packets outside the user delivery)

subscription QoS profile

AF—Assured forwarding FCH—Fundamental channel

BCH—Broadcast channel FP—Framing protocol

BSC—Base station controller OA&M—Operations, administration, and maintenance

DCCH—Dedicated control channel PCH—Paging channel

EF—Expedited forwarding SCH—Supplemental channel

Apart from the bearer traffic, there are other types

of traffic in the RAN—for example, signaling traffic,

OAM, and network management traffic. These should

be treated with a priority that is lower than that for

SCH1. In summary, we propose prioritizing the RAN

traffic into the following five categories:

1. User data bearer service with very low latency and

highly interactive characteristics. The frame protocols

that would be in this category are FCH and

DCCH. Real-time audits will also require a high

level of attention since they are related to system

sanity monitoring and overload control in real

time. Hence, they are also included in this highest

priority class.

2. User data bearers with low latency and general data

services. The frame protocols included in this cate-

gory normally are the CDMA2000 SCH framing

protocols. This category of traffic will have a

slightly larger packet-loss rate range, compared

with the category I traffic, to improve the air-link

spectral efficiency.

3. User signaling bearers, including common signaling

channels of CDMA2000 systems and all call control sig-

naling traffic in the RAN.

4. Common auditing, OA&M, and other background traffic.

5. Unspecified or unauthorized user traffic.

In Table III, we provide an appropriate DSCP

mapping to be used for each traffic category. Note that

DSCP code-points are assigned so that intermediary

routers can give different treatments to different IP

packets. One can use traffic engineering rules to en-

sure that the different delay and jitter requirements

for Abis/A3 interfaces are met. Once the IP packets

are marked with the appropriate DSCP, it is easy to

map the DSCP to MPLS LSP, as described in previous

sections. However, depending upon the volume of

traffic in the RAN and the bandwidth available for

this traffic, it is quite possible that DiffServ approach

is sufficient to meet the various QoS requirements

and that bandwidth guaranteed LSPs are unnecessary.

It is also quite possible that DiffServ may just be im-

plemented strictly for interoperability compliance

among the networks of different operators and is not

implemented within the RAN that is solely owned by

an operator. Moreover, by using just DiffServ, the QoS

processing and management in the IP backhaul can be

kept simple.

In the next subsection, we use three simple

IP-based RAN topologies as examples illustrating how

DSCP code points are used in the RAN with different

layer 2 technologies. In all these topologies, the FP

data units formatted by the RAB service layer at the
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Figure 6.
IP narrowband access using PPPmux terminating at the edge.

BSC are encapsulated with the UDP/IP header. The

UDP port number may be used to identify a connec-

tion. The resultant IP packet is properly marked with

different DSCPs to obtain the proper treatment in the

IP back-haul network.

Some Example Topologies and the Corresponding
QoS Solution

Figure 6 shows the first topology where we have

PPP links between BSC and BTSs via narrow-band

access links (like T1/E1) and hence there is no routing

involved. Since the overhead of the UDP/IP header is

large, UDP/IP header compression method as defined

in RFC 2507 [14] will be used to reduce overhead. In

addition, PPPMux (RFC 3153) [20] protocol may be

used to multiplex small compressed UDP/IP packets

into one PPP frame for transport efficiency. PPPMux is

terminated at a router close to the IP-based BSC

(the router can be considered part of the IP-based

BSC). In this topology, one of the ways to provide

QoS differentiation is to use different PPP links or to

use multi-class extensions to multi-link PPP, if

PPP/HDLC is used. One can also carry PPP frames over

AAL2/ AAL5/ATM and use ATM QoS framework to

meet the delay and jitter requirements. A default

mapping between DSCP and ATM QoS is shown in

Table IV in case ATM is chosen as the layer 2 tech-

nology for the transport network.

Figure 7 depicts the second topology where we

have PPP links connecting BTSs to a first hop router

that acts as a concentrator. From the first-hop router,

the traffic is then routed through a managed IP net-

work to the BSC. In this topology, the PPPMux/PPP is

terminated at the first-hop router. One can decide to

perform UDP/IP header decompression at the first

hop router and use the DSCP information to provide
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BSC
cUDP
HDLC
IP

Base station controller
User datagram protocol with header compression
High-level data link control
Internet protocol

-
-
-
-

Managed Private IP

IP

BSC/RNC

User Traffic

cUDP

IP

PPPmux*

PPP/HDLC

T1/E1(or T3/E3)

User Traffic

cUDP

IP

PPPmux*

PPP/HDLC

T1/E1(or T3/E3)

User Traffic

UDP

IP

OC-3 GigE

Note: PPPMux is terminated at the edge IP Router.

Note: To guarantee the traffic performance, QoS using
either MPLS or DiffServ should be used.

mux
PPP
RNC
UDP

-
-
-
-

Multiplexer
Point-to-point protocol
Radio network controller
User datagram protocol

Figure 7.
Narrowband access in last mile using PPPmux.

Table IV. A mapping between CDMA2000 IP RAN QoS
classes and ATM service classes.

Traffic Class DSCP ATM Service

Class 1 EF CBR/rt-VBR

Class 2 AF4x, AF3x rt-VBR, nrt-VBR

Class 3 AF2x nrt-VBR/ABR

Class 4 AF1x ABR

Class 5 Default/best effort UBR

AF—Assured forwarding ABR—Available bit rate

ATM—Asynchronous transfer mode nrt—Non-real time

EF—Expedited forwarding rt—Real time

CBR—Constant bit rate DSCP—DiffServ code point

VBR—Variable bit rate
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BSC
BTS

Base station controller
Base transceiver station

-
-

BTS1 BTS2 BTS3

LER4
LER1

LER2

LSR

LSR

LSR
LSR

LSR

LER5

LER3

BTS4

BSC2

BTS5

BSC1

LER
LSR

-
-
Label edge router
Label switch router

Figure 8.
MPLS architecture in a CDMA2000 RAN.

need to care about the high overhead cost. An alter-

native way of carrying FP PDUs over Ethernet links is

to use UDP/IP header compression and PPPMux. The

resultant PPP frames are then carried over Ethernet.

By employing such multiplexing, the overhead can

easily be amortized among different voice streams,

hence resulting in higher efficiency.

Note that an MPLS-based solution can also be used

in the third topology. MPLSmux is a solution that can

be used to multiplex several IP packets into a single

MPLS frame. MPLSmux has the same overhead as

with PPPMux and hence offers the same efficiency in

multiplexing while providing superior QoS. The

MPLSmux frame (essentially an MPLS frame) can then

be carried over Ethernet on the LSP that is configured

with the appropriate QoS requirements (e.g., voice,

Web data, streaming). One can then map SI-Type_1

traffic onto LSP1, SI-Type_2 traffic into LSP2 and so

forth using the L-LSP approach. Alternatively, one can

also use the E-LSP approach where only one or two

(for redundancy) LSPs are set up between one BTS

and one BSC. The EXP bits within the MPLS header

are used to provide different QoS treatments within

different QoS treatments. The penalty in this solution

is the high bandwidth cost from the first-hop router to

the router next to the IP-based BSC, especially if

packet voice traffic is dominant across Abis/A3 inter-

faces. In addition, the intermediate routers also need

to process many small packets (carried in FCH and

DCCH). Since DiffServ only provides relative QoS and

what we have is stringent delay and loss requirements

for Abis/Inter-BSC interfaces, MPLS can be used, as

shown in Figure 8. In this case, the first hop router

will use the DSCP information to map the traffic into

appropriate LSPs as described in the previous sections

and in [18].

Figure 9 shows the third topology where gigabit

Ethernet links or leased Ethernet services are used to

connect the BTSs to the BSC/PCF either directly or

via Ethernet switches. One can simply encapsulate FP

PDUs using UDP/IP header and deliver such UDP/IP

packets over Ethernet. BTS will map DSCP into ap-

propriate 802.1Q/p QoS bits so that the packets will be

given different QoS treatments. However, we are pay-

ing a high overhead cost for small voice payload size.

So this solution is only attractive if the bandwidth

cost for the Ethernet links is so low that we do not

BSC
IP

Base station controller
Internet protocol

-
-

RNC
UDP

Radio network controller
User datagram protocol

-
-

Ethernet

BSC/RNC

User traffic

UDP

IP

Ethernet

User traffic

UDP

Ethernet

User traffic

UDP

IP

GigE

IP

IP

Figure 9.
Metropolitan area network using Ethernet.
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the same LSP. We propose using the L-LSP approach

since it is easier to manage. In order to guarantee the

strict synchronized transmission over the air and

account for a possible delay variation between frame

inter-arrivals and among soft handoff legs, the de-

jittering buffer per traffic flow is required at the BTS,

both for forward and reverse traffic. However, the BTS

usually has limited resources for such buffering. The

requirements for the QoS scheme must be such that

the buffer will neither overflow nor starve. Hence the

de-jittering buffer can absorb delay variations resulting

from either unexpected or expected overhead traffic

that is injected into the RAN. Such overhead traffic, for

example, includes OA&M traffic injected by the

OA&M elements and/or by the craft person and back-

ground audit traffic for system sanity checks.

Summary of the End-to-End QoS Approach
In summary, the QoS model for CDMA2000

packet data services consists of:
1. Parameters sent through the QoS BLOB from the MS.

This covers air-link QoS and BTS-BSC QoS.
Mobiles in assured mode can specify the following
parameters:

a. Requested and acceptable user data rates—for

the forward link and reverse link separately.

The user data rate is the rate at which RLP is

effectively being served.

b. Requested and acceptable data loss rate—for

the forward link and reverse link separately.

The data loss rate is the one measured after

RLP error recovery procedures.

c. Requested and acceptable delay—for the for-

ward link and reverse link separately. The

delay is the total delay from the time when

data enters RLP buffer to the time it is actually

transmitted over the air.

In addition to the above QoS parameters, assured

mode user can specify 13 levels of user priority

within its subscription class. Users in the non-

assured mode can also specify 13 priority levels.

However, they cannot specify any QoS parameters.

2. DSCP marking on A10 and A11. While complying

with DiffServ architecture is not a requirement

(by the TSG-A standards group, at the time of

writing), operators have the necessary framework

needed for provisioning QoS using DiffServ.

Again, MPLS can be used in conjunction with or

as a replacement to DiffServ. It is possible that op-

erators could simply over provision the A10/A11

interfaces instead of providing a QoS mechanism.

The wireline part of the wireless bearer service

classes may be implemented using DiffServ

Architecture. However, the wireline network and

the wireless network may be in different DiffServ

domains. The PDSN/FA is the gateway between

these two DiffServ domains. The PDSN/FA might

need to translate the DSCPs and the PHBs be-

tween the two DiffServ domains, for proper treat-

ments of packets across the domain boundary.

The DSCPs might be the same between two do-

mains, but PHBs could be different for the same

DSCP in different DiffServ domains.

3. DSCP marking and MPLS tunnels on Abis/A3 inter-

face. Based on the DSCP markings on the IP

packet that encapsulates either FCH, SCH0, or

SCH1 traffic, the corresponding LSP will be cho-

sen. It is recommended that L-LSPs be used for

each of the traffic types. As commented before,

depending upon the traffic levels and bandwidth

provisioned, DiffServ may turn out to be suffi-

cient and MPLS may not be necessary. It is also

possible that MPLS may not be used and some

other layer 2 technology be used on the Abis/A3

interfaces. Then one needs to map the DSCP onto

layer 2 QoS classes—e.g., 802.1p/q bits for an

Ethernet-based solution, appropriate QoS classes

for an ATM-based solution, MPLS class of service

bits for an MPLS-based solution.

Using the QoS approach discussed in previous

sections, QoS for a packet data call can be supported

by CDMA2000 system. QoS for a VoIP type call can be

handled in the current framework. However, two new

service options are being defined specifically for VoIP,

and the interaction between these service options and

SO33 is subject to further study and is not covered in

this paper.

QoS in UMTS Networks
Similar to CDMA2000, the UTRAN supports a

number of different services (e.g., voice, data) and
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utilizes a number of physical channel types (dedicated,

shared/common, control, paging) each with different

bandwidth, loss, delay, and jitter requirements. It is

desirable that a combination of planning and opera-

tional control (i.e., QoS) techniques be supported to

allow the operator to enjoy some statistical multiplex-

ing gain. Thus, the UTRAN transport network must

support some form of differentiated services and ad-

mission control. These mechanisms must allow for the

differentiation of traffic on a traffic-type basis (e.g.,

bearer frames, signaling messages). The bearer frames

should be differentiated on a frame protocol basis (e.g.,

DCH FP, RACH FP, FACH FP). Differentiation by frame

protocol types allows QoS parameters to match the

unique characteristics for each unique physical

channel type, as well as providing a framework for

future frame protocol enhancements and additions.

The transport network must support classification

of these traffic flows and specific mechanisms to pro-

vide the desired characteristics (e.g., by mapping to a

particular priority or using a particular per-hop queu-

ing technique). The QoS approach described in earlier

subsections, using differentiated services in MPLS, can

equally be applied for UMTS networks. The primary

and auxiliary service instance concept in CDMA2000

can be mapped to the primary and secondary PDP con-

text concept in UMTS. In addition, the four service

class categories (conversational, streaming, interactive,

and background) are also defined in UMTS [1].

Conclusion
In this paper, we first described the current

CDMA2000 RAN reference architecture, which is

based on an ATM network. We then described how

the protocol stacks will evolve when the IP-based

RAN is introduced. Next, we gave an overview of the

QoS framework in DiffServ-enabled and MPLS-

enabled IP networks and how they can be combined.

Later, we described the QoS approach for an IP-based

RAN. We provided a summary of the existing support

for QoS on the backhaul and over the air in the cur-

rent 3GPP2 standards. We proposed using MPLS in

conjunction with DiffServ over the A8/A10 interfaces.

On the Abis/A3 interface, we proposed classifying

traffic in RAN into five categories and suggested

appropriate DSCP markings for such traffic. We sug-

gested using different LSPs to carry traffic marked

with different DSCP in order to meet their QoS

requirements. We then investigated three sample

IP-based RAN topologies and discussed how DiffServ

and MPLS can be used together to provide the

desirable QoS features. Finally, we briefly commented

on how the QoS framework described for CDMA2000

can be applied to UMTS system also.

*Trademark
CDMA2000 is a trademark of the Telecommuni-

cations Industry Association.
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